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Cocodrills dish up a knockout blow on Stacey Pullen's Blackflag imprint, featuring a huge remix from Paco Osuna. 

A label gaining some impressive traction of late, quickly developing a reputation for attracting hot talent.
Blackflag have seen the likes of Mason Collective, Jay de Lys, Roberto Surace among others grace their recent
catalogue, now Cocodrills return to the label with a killer 4 track EP featuring a remix from one of the biggest
names in the industry. 

'Battle Rap' is a groovy, sub-heavy title track with shu�led rhythms and plenty of vocal presence that helps to give
the track a unique character. The remix from Paco Osuna follows the same robust bass-laden path but takes on
the signature from Paco's recent productions, where he has elected to go for more upbeat, Techno-inspired Tech
House.

'Chemical Reaction' is a pacey roller, with rich electronic undertones. Again, very much underground in its
persona and bares a commanding vocal presence with additional quirky elements, sampling and melodic factors. 
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'Bad Boi' closes the release on another foundation of strong, clean and catchy low-end bass, catchy vocal
sampling, quirky melodic sonics and 'out there' creative use of FX. 

All in all, a highly energised and vastly enjoyable release full of rich and catchy basslines, captivating
arrangements and hugely fun individual layers that marry up to make one hell of an in your face EP.

Out on Monday 25th June, definitely one to add to your arsenal of weapons!
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